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To investigate the cooperative and isolation e�ectiveness of the wrapped rope connect device (WRCD) on continuous-beam
bridges with di�erent pier heights, shaking table tests were conducted on a typical three-span continuous-beam bridge model.�e
model had additional pier sti�ness and applied the WRCD. Two actual seismic waves with di�erent spectral characteristics and
multiple intensities were used for input ground motion. By examining the performance and measured structural response under
various excitations, WRCD could e�ectively improve the overall cooperative e�ect of the model structure for a limited increase in
the input seismic energy of the system.�e acceleration ratio from the �xed pier top to the movable pier top increased from∼17%
without the WRCD to∼32% with it. �e strain-response ratio of the pier bottom decreased from its maximum of 24.8 times to 3.6
times after the device was applied. �ere is a speci�c relationship between the in�uence and the pier height of the structure, and
the rules for high and low piers slightly di�er. �e movable and �xed ports can be coordinated by setting reasonable design
parameters of the WRCD, which can be used for the seismic design of continuous-beam bridges with di�erent pier heights.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of tra�c construction in
western China, many continuous-beam bridges with dif-
ferent pier heights have been developed to adapt to the steep
terrain in mountainous areas. Earthquakes frequently occur
because of plate-related movement in west China; therefore,
earthquakes have become the primary factor controlling
bridge structure design. Because of the di�erent pier heights,
the longitudinal sti�ness of the pier structure is not coor-
dinated. Furthermore, the conventional continuous-beam
bridge usually only sets one joint as the �xed support;
therefore, the seismic inertial force of the superstructure,
distributed according to the pier sti�ness, is primarily fo-
cused on the pier at this �xed asset. �e use of single �xed
support severely tests the seismic design of continuous-beam
bridges. Although a plastic hinge can be set at the pier with
limited license by increasing the ratio of reinforcement and
the �exibility of the dock can be used to improve the
structure’s seismic performance, this method inevitably

produces damage that is di�cult to repair. �e most
common seismic design method of continuous-girder
bridges is to set multiple seismic isolation bearings. Many
studies have been conducted on damping measures, such as
damping isolation bearings and viscous dampers for con-
tinuous-girder bridges, and many research results have been
achieved [1–3]. However, regardless of the type of isolation
bearings adopted, a large relative displacement must be
applied to accomplish the ideal damping e�ect [4, 5]. In
recent years, sure researchers have conducted systematic
studies on lock-up devices; then, lock-up connections
cannot e�ectively reduce the impact of seismic activity on
low-pier continuous-girder bridges [6–10]. Moreover, owing
to cost and late maintenance, there are not many applica-
tions in practical engineering.

In order to improve the longitudinal cooperative forces
of high continuous-girder bridges with unequal piers and
enhance the longitudinal seismic performance of continu-
ous-girder bridges, a winding cable mechanism was pro-
posed for the purpose of cooperative forces [11, 12]. �e
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device can achieve the synergistic force effect and meet the
purpose of energy dissipation and displacement control.
Meanwhile, it is a new type of cable winding device with the
instantaneous locking performance of lock-up devices and

energy dissipation performance of damping measures. 'e
shaking table test of a typical straight-girder bridge was
performed. By analyzing the seismic response of the bridge
structure under different spectral characteristics and ground
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Figure 1: Bridge span arrangement of the prototype (unit: cm).
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Figure 2: Arrangement of the bridge model.
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Figure 3: WRCD structural diagram.
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motion excitations of varying input intensity, the joint force
and damping effect of the WRCD were examined, and the
applicability of the device in high continuous-beam bridges
with unequal piers was confirmed to provide a reference for
its application in similar bridge structures.

2. Shaking Table Test

2.1. Model Design. A typical three-span continuous-beam
bridge with different pier heights, span 40.55 + 72 + 40.55m,
was considered as the research subject, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 4: Acceleration time history of input earthquakes.
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Figure 5: Acceleration response spectra of input earthquakes.
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'e length similarity constant of the design model is 1/30,
the acceleration similarity constant is 1, and the elastic
modulus similarity constant is 6.338. Figure 2 shows the
overall layout of the model bridge. 'e whole bridge model
comprises a steel structure to avoid the uncertainty of
concrete material parameters. 'e primary beam of the test
model has a box section welded from section steel and steel
plate. 'e bridge pier of the model assumes stiffness
equivalence [1, 13–17]. 'e section design of the bridge pier
is strictly equivalent as per the bending stiffness, ignoring the
torsional and axial stiffnesses. 'e section is equal to the
rectangular tube section. To ensure that the dynamic
characteristics of the test model are similar to those of the
original bridge, artificial mass is added to ensure that the
structure meets the condition of mass similarity. 'e weight
of the main beam of the model is 840 kg, and the importance
of the pier varies as per the height of the dock. 'e con-
sequences of the high and low ports are 100 and 40 kg,
respectively.

2.2. WRCD Design. 'e WRCD comprises a rotating shaft
①, additional mass block ②, device backing plate ③,
support plate④, leg⑤, winding cable⑥, friction shaft ⑦,
and assembly bolt ⑧. 'e device is proposed based on the
principle, which uses the friction between the rope and the
wooden pile to form a self-locking system. When there is a
relative movement trend, it can produce greater friction.
Euler proposed a formula between the friction and the
number of turns of the rope around the wooden pile:

fμ � F1 e
2πμm

− 1 F2 � F1e
2πμm

, (1)

where: fμ is the friction force of winding cable; F1 is the active
tension the winding cable; F2 is the passive tension of the
winding cable; μ is the sliding friction coefficient between the
winding cable and the cylinder; m is the number of winding
turns.

'e device considers the relative acceleration of the pier
and beam as the control variable under the action of the
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Figure 6: 'e layout of sensors in the bridge model.

Table 1: Natural frequency of two test model.

Working condition Without WRCD (Hz) With WRCD for 1C (Hz) With WRCD for 2C (Hz) With WRCD for 3C (Hz)
Before loading 3.649 4.305 4.303 4.304
0.6 g 3.644 3.650 3.645 3.647
0.8 g 3.636 3.649 3.656 3.643
1.0 g 3.628 3.653 3.650 3.649
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earthquake, uses the rotational inertial force of the addi-
tional mass of the rotating shaft to activate the coiled cable,
and generates greater friction by rubbing the coiled rope on
the post such that the pier of the movable support can reach
the instantaneous “fixed” state, as shown in Figure 3. Fur-
thermore, the seismic response of the superstructure is
borne by portable and fixed-bearing ports, which reduce the
seismic response of the fixed-bearing piers and the longi-
tudinal displacement of the beam ends to improve the
seismic performance of continuous-girder bridges [14].
When the earthquake input energy is considerable, friction
in the coiled cable can consume a part of the input energy,
which provides shock absorption.

2.3. Ground Motion Input. EL Centro (class ii) and Tianjin
(class iv) waves were selected as the experimental seismic
inputs. 'e length of both seismic waves has been com-
pressed to a third of their original size. Figures 4 and 5 show
the acceleration time-history and response-spectrum curves,
respectively, of these two seismic waves after processing the
peak acceleration and adjusting the input time.

2.4. Sensor Placement. A total of 37 sensors are arranged to
test the model’s dynamic characteristics and seismic re-
sponse. 'e sensor layout is shown in Figure 6. Five ac-
celerometers are used to measure the acceleration of the
beam end, pier top, and mesa. Four cable displacement
gauges measure the absolute displacement of the primary
beam and the top of the pier. Four strain flowers (3 channels
for each strain flower), and sixteen strain gauges were
symmetrically arranged at the bottom of the dock.

3. Test Results and Analysis

3.1. Dynamic Property. To examine the influence of the
number of windings on the friction axis of the WRCD on
the damping effect of the structure, four models were
designed: one with no WRCD and three with WRCDs with
one, two, and three windings. Before each test, the form was
swept with white noise to measure the natural vibration
rate of the model and determine whether the dynamic
characteristics of the system had changed. As per the strain
measured at the bottom of the pier, the model steel member
remains in the elastic stage during the test [18, 19]. Table 1
shows the dynamic characteristics of the four models under
different peak acceleration conditions. 'e first-order
natural vibration frequency is 3.649Hz without a WRCD,
whereas the natural vibration frequency was 4.305Hz when
the cable was wound for one turn, an increase of 18%. With
increasing earthquake input intensity, the WRCD rotates,
and the natural vibration frequency decreases from
4.305Hz at the beginning to 3.65Hz at 0.6 g, a decrease of
∼15%. After rotation, the contribution of the device to the
overall stiffness of the structure decreases, and the natural
vibration frequency of the structure changes little with the
earthquake input intensity. To summarize, under the
condition of solid earthquake input, the design parameter
of the WRCD after the rotation has no apparent influence
on the natural vibration frequency of the structure, with a
change rate of <1%. 'e experimental results of the dy-
namic characteristics of the model structure demonstrate
that the overall stiffness of the model structure increases
when the WRCD is adopted, and the overall cooperative
force of the model structure is improved by the joint action
of movable and fixed piers.
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Figure 7: 'e relative relationship between the base vibration frequency and input response spectrum.
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Figure 7 shows the relationship between the first-order
vibration frequency of the model structure and the input
ground motion response spectrum with and without the
WRCD.'e overall stiffness can be improved by the WRCD
when the first-order dominant frequency of the model
structure is in the platform segment of the input ground
motion response spectrum. By increasing the input seismic
energy of the system, the overall cooperative mechanical
performance of the movable pier and the fixed pier of a
continuous-girder bridge can be improved.

3.2. Acceleration Response. Figure 8 shows the variation
trend of the maximum acceleration response at the top of
the pier with seismic input intensity under the effect of the
Tianjin wave. 'e acceleration responses of the active and
fixed ports decreased and increased, respectively, without
the WRCD. 'e impact of the number of windings on the

acceleration response of the pier is inconsistent. 'e
analysis demonstrates that for one winding, movable pier
#1 ranged from −33% to −40.5%, whereas pier #3 ranged
from −41% to −58.9%. With two windings, the acceleration
responses of piers #1 and #3 are similar to those with one
winding, and the acceleration responses of both pier tops
decrease. Still, the extent of the decrease is not apparent.
'e acceleration response of pier #1 is from −21.6% to
−24.9%, and that of pier #3 is from −31.2% to −46.7%.
When the number of windings is one or two, the accel-
eration response of pier #1 decreased between −23.3% and
−26.3%. However, the acceleration response of pier #3 fell
less obviously than that of pier #3 when the number of
windings was one or two with an amplitude between −2.7%
and −10.2%.

In conclusion, the acceleration response of theWRCD to
the active pier has a special relationship with pier height, and
the influence of different numbers of windings on the high
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Figure 8: Acceleration variation trend with seismic input intensity under Tianjin ground motion. (a) Top of movable pier #1. (b) 'e main
beam of pier #2. (c) Top of movable pier #3.
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and low docks differs. For fixed pier #2, the acceleration
response of the pier top increases with increasing winding
number, which is considerably higher than that without the
device. Furthermore, the influence trend linearly rises with
acceleration input intensity.

Figure 9 shows the time-history curves of the top ac-
celeration of movable pier #1 and fixed pier #2. WRCD can
improve the response characteristics of the model structure,
and the responses of the portable and fixed piers are
somewhat similar.

With a ground motion input of 0.8 g, the ratio of the
acceleration response of the tops of fixed pier #2, movable
pier #1, and portable pier #3 with and without the WRCD
applied to the model structure are shown in Figure 10.
Without the WRCD, the acceleration response of the top of
the fixed pier is 17.7% and 13.7% of that of movable piers #1
and #3, respectively. When a WRCD with one winding is
used, the response ratio increases to 30% and 38.1%.
'erefore, the WRCD improves the collective mechanical
performance of the movable and fixed piers. 'e balance of
the acceleration response of fixed pier #2 to portable pier #1
increases with increased WRCD windings, indicating that
the synergistic force effect of movable pier #1 and the fixed
pier rises further. Finally, the response ratios of fixed pier #2

and portable pier #3 first increase and then decrease with the
increase in the number of windings; however, the propor-
tions remain higher than those without the device. 'e
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Figure 9: Acceleration time-history curve under Tianjin ground motion. (a) Time-history curve of the acceleration response of the top of
active pier #1. (b) Time-history curve of the acceleration response of fixed pier #2.
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results demonstrate that the WRCD’s effect on improving
the movable pier’s joint force is related to the stiffness of the
portable port.

3.3. Displacement Response. Figure 11 shows the variation
trend of maximum displacement at the pier top of each
movable pier and the primary beam of the fixed port in re-
sponse to the input intensity of in situ vibration under the
action of the Tianjin wave. For #1 movable pier, the maximum
response value of pier top displacement with WRCD is higher
than that withoutWRCD.When the number of winding turns
is one, the displacement response of the pier top increases from
7.3 times at 0.6 g to 4.8 times at 0.8 g, and finally to 2.7 times at
1.0 g.'e synergistic stress effect of the movable piers becomes
increasingly evident with the increase in earthquake intensity
and increases with an increase in windings. 'e displacement
increase with three windings is higher than those with one and

two windings. 'e variation law of the pier top displacement
response of movable pier #3 is similar to that of fixed pier #1;
however, the relative variation range of displacement differs.
For fixed pier #2withWRCD, the displacement response of the
main beam at the fixed pier is reduced compared with that
withoutWRCD, and themaximum reduction ratio is 55%.'e
displacement reduction of two windings is better than that of
one or three windings.'e displacement response of themodel
structure demonstrates that when the WRCD is activated, the
movable pier participates in the longitudinal force of the
system and shares part of the inertial force of the primary
beam, and the overall cooperative mechanical performance of
the structure is improved.

3.4. Strain Response. Figure 12 shows the trend of the
maximum strain response of the pier bottom under the effect
of the Tianjin wave. 'e total strain response at the bottom
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Figure 11: Displacement variation trend with seismic input intensity under Tianjin groundmotion. (a) Top of movable pier #1. (b) theMain
beam of pier #2. (c) Top of movable pier #3.
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of the movable pier increases after the WRCD is adopted.
When the number of windings is 1, with the rise of ground
motion input intensity, the maximum strain responses of
movable piers #1 and #3 are 2.4–2.6 and 1.4–2.0 times those
without the device, respectively. 'e results demonstrate
that the response of theWRCD to the strain at the bottom of
the active pier is related to the pier’s height, and the strain
response of the movable port at different sizes increases with
increasing windings. 'e strain response of fixed pier #2
with WRCD is ∼40% without WRCD. Under the same
number of windings, the decrease in the strain response
increases with the increase in seismic input intensity. 'e
strain response of the pier bottom of the model structure
shows that when the WRCD is activated, the active pier
participates in the longitudinal force of the structure and

shares part of the inertia force of the main beam and the
overall cooperative mechanical performance of the structure
is improved.

Under a groundmotion input of 0.8 g, Figure 13 shows the
proportional relationship of the pier bottom strain response of
fixed pier #2 and movable piers #1 and #3 with and without
WRCD in the model structure. Without the WRCD, the
bottom strain response of the fixed pier is 24.8 times and 11.8
times those of movable docks #1 and #3, respectively. When
the number of winding turns is one, the bottom strain response
of the fixed pier is 5.1 times and 3.6 times that of the movable
piers #1 and #3 when the number of winding turns is one. 'e
corresponding ratio decreases with the increase in the number
of windings. 'e experimental results show that the WRCD
helps improve the collective mechanical performance of the
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Figure 12: Strain variation trend with seismic input intensity under Tianjin groundmotion. (a) Bottom ofmovable pier #1. (b) Fixed bottom
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movable and fixed piers. 'e collective mechanical perfor-
mance of the portable dock and the fixed pier can be achieved
when a reasonable number of windings is selected.

3.5. Analysis of Different Seismic Input Responses.
Tables 2, 3, and 4 enumerate the maximum acceleration
response, maximum displacement response, and maximum
strain response, respectively, of the pier top under the action
of El Centro (class ii) and Tianjin (Class iv) waves under a
ground motion input intensity of 0.8 g. 'e overall response

of the structure is similar under these two types of ground
motion input. For seismic waves with other input spectrum
characteristics, the WRCD can coordinate the forces be-
tween the active and fixed piers and improve the overall
mechanical performance of the structure.

4. Conclusions

'eWRCD is proposed based on the principle of synergistic
force between a continuous-beam bridge’s main beam and
the movable bearing pier. 'e synergistic power and shock-
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Table 2: Maximum acceleration for different frequency spectra (g).

Peak
acceleration (g) Location

El centro (II) Tianjin (IV)
Without
WRCD

With
WRCD-1C

With
WRCD-2C

With
WRCD-3C

Without
WRCD

With
WRCD-1C

With
WRCD-2C

With
WRCD-3C

0.8
P1 2.791 1.551 1.997 2.346 2.493 1.671 1.943 1.837
P2 0.292 0.331 0.446 0.378 0.441 0.502 0.615 0.844
P3 2.566 1.600 1.743 2.930 3.207 1.318 1.709 2.879

Table 3: Maximum displacement for different frequency spectra (cm).

Peak
acceleration (g) Location

El centro (II) Tianjin (IV)
Without
WRCD

With
WRCD-1C

With
WRCD-2C

With
WRCD-3C

Without
WRCD

With
WRCD-1C

With
WRCD-2C

With
WRCD-3C

0.8
P1 0.212 2.258 3.570 2.589 0.610 3.552 5.570 6.696
P2 31.640 14.406 12.306 13.019 54.002 38.696 30.552 33.154
P3 4.046 5.649 5.777 7.202 6.603 11.464 16.963 19.076

Table 4: Maximum strain for different frequency spectra (με).

Peak
acceleration (g) Location

El centro (II) Tianjin (IV)
Without
WRCD

With
WRCD-1C

With
WRCD-2C

With
WRCD-3C

Without
WRCD

With
WRCD-1C

With
WRCD-2C

With
WRCD-3C

0.8
P1 129.40 291.76 369.27 358.90 148.93 382.09 527.36 746.48
P2 2554.40 1566.80 943.02 970.49 3690.30 1980.65 1557.05 1785.33
P3 223.40 299.08 310.68 317.39 313.73 543.84 777.01 947.30
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absorption effects of a continuous-beam bridge with dif-
ferent pier heights are tested under earthquake conditions.
In general, the test results showed that theWRCD has a good
cooperative and isolation effectiveness for the model bridge
and achieved the development purpose. However, the test
results also showed that the pier height, the design pa-
rameters of the WRCD, and the input characteristics of
ground motion will have different effects on the response of
the structure. It is necessary to further study the design
parameters of theWRCD in combination with the structural
characteristics and the results of site seismic risk assessment,
so as to achieve the optimal use effect of the WRCD. 'e
findings of this research are as follows:

(1) WRCD can effectively improve the overall longitu-
dinal stiffness of the model structure by increasing
the input seismic energy of the system. 'e first-
order natural vibration frequency of the network
rises from 3.649Hz without the device to 4.305Hz
with a single-winding device, and the overall syn-
ergistic force effect is significant. With increasing
earthquake input intensity, the rotation axis of the
WRCD rotates. After this rotation, the contribution
of devices with different numbers of winding to the
overall stiffness of the structure decreases, and the
change in the natural vibration frequency of the
structure with earthquake input intensity is not
apparent.

(2) When the WRCD is applied, the acceleration re-
sponse of the active pier is lower than that without
the WRCD.'e result is related to the pier height, as
the influence of windings on high and low docks is
slightly different. 'e acceleration response of the
pier top with fixed pier increases compared with that
without a static port, and the effect of the number of
windings on the acceleration response of the pier top
is inconsistent.

(3) When the WRCD is activated, the maximum dis-
placement response of the pier top of the active pier
increases and increases with the rise of the winding
number. 'e displacement response of the main
beam at the fixed pier is less than that without the
device. 'e maximum reduction ratio is approxi-
mately 55%, and the displacement reduction effect of
two windings is better than one or three windings.

(4) When the WRCD is applied, the maximum strain
response of the active pier increases, and the strain
response of the pier bottom is related to the pier
height and increased with increasing windings. 'e
strain response of the pier bottom with a fixed pier is
about 40% without the device. 'e strain-response
decrease increases with seismic input intensity for an
endless number of windings. 'e stress of the
movable and fixed piers can be coordinated by
setting a reasonable number of windings.

(5) 'e overall response of the structure is similar under
both seismic inputs studied, but the improvement
result has a particular relationship with the ground

motion input characteristics. For seismic waves with
other input spectra, the WRCD can coordinate the
forces between the active and fixed piers and im-
prove the overall mechanical performance of the
structure.
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